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About This Game

Don powered armor as you take on terrorists and eldritch aliens in the not too distant future! Modify your armor to suit your
needs and stand tall against your foes.

Magikiras is a 1,100,000-word interactive novel by Gabriel Chia, where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

 A 1,100,000-word story that takes place in a near future where magic and technology exists side by side.

 Choose your team and your enemy for different sides of the same story.

 Play as a normal soldier or one with magic at their command.

 Modify your powered armor to better suit your needs and preference.
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ENIGMA is truly a very unique visual novel. Why?

Because it got an interesting, dark and melancholy story which unfolds layer by layer through each playthrough.
Because it got relatable, complex and interesting characters.
Because it got beautiful graphics and soothing background music.
Because it got a great, relaxing atmosphere (at least until the story turns dark).

I loved every second of it. Highly recommended!. Zombie Orpheus Entertainment Provides tons of Crowd funded, free to
watch and share Flims and series. All cater to tabletop RPG crowds with well written content that any gamer can truly enjoy.

JourneyQuest is a brillianty written series that is funny, but also rich with a good plot and deep, enjoyable characters. From
Glorion's dim-witted antics on his search for honor and glory, to Carrow's struggle with his faith as a cleric and his God's
aparant abandonment, and even a young Bard's dream of recording it all; each character is given time to build their own story.
This allows a deep investment in each character, so that you just cannot wait to continue each part of this Epic.

Please help renew for a season 3!. Solid WW1 mod for the game, and with the French joining in on the fray soon, it will be an
almost complete World War 1 trench combat experience, and I say almost since there are a few nations such as Austro-
Hungaria, the Ottoman Empire, Bulgaria, Belgium and the Russian Empire that are missing.

But given the game engine's complexity and time to make and implement assets properly, they've done a damn good job at it.

I just hope modders for this game received more support from Relic, sadly it's not the case.. This game is good.
The gameplay is good. You can be happy because the game is funny, but you can be mad easily because sometimes/always the
bots go face to face so you can't move. And the worst one is the ice hockey because bots never go for the ball if that is behind
the gate so you have to go there, this is the gratest disadvantage of the game.
And you can do all achievements but you have to play a lot because you have to earn money in the game.
And you can get trading cards.. This feels like a 60% developed game.

They've got the graphics and the basic mechanics, but there's no depth, no care, no love, no soul anywhere. No tutorial and no
real explanation as to what the hell is going on. And the same friggin' 30 second sound loop playing ad nausea - the hallmark of
a half-arsed game.

And it's got more bugs than a mound of termites. Go see the game's Community Hub > Discussions area to see how many
people can't get this game working correctly - the developer doesn't seem particularly experienced and his response is typically
\u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af

I've got 150+ games and not one of them has my Windows taskbar floating over them when in fullscreen but this game does.
Developer blames somebody else, the old \u00af\\_(\u30c4)_\/\u00af approach.

This game need a lot more love and attention if it is ever to amount to anything. I wish I refunded the second the mouse and
game menu wouldn't work right off the bat. But I guess I own it now, I can only hope that the ongoing patching continues and
eventually this thing becomes playable.. Worth the money
. Gumstein is a really fun experience, starting off with simple platform challenges and gradually building up to more complex
puzzles. A great way to spend a few hours!. Great game so far, simple but of a high quality, at a very fair price.
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EDIT: dev is really awesome and listens to playerbase. Creative, maze-like, full of traps, surprises & smart enemies game
delivering 'Dark Souls' dungeon raiding vibes. The challenging platforming and smart enemies make the experience more
interesting, because you never know if an enemy is going to parry your attacks and abilities, or chase you until it kills you. You
can also use the environment to your advantage in battles against bosses or mobs, like using higher platforms or luring enemies
into the castle traps.
Dismentaling enemies can be also rewarding. From time to time any type of enemy could drop special items and potions coming
in handy in many situations, like speed up, faster or instant HP regeneration and more.

It's a great game and the determination I felt to defeating the 1st boss says it all!
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good game but :
1- Public Servers to play
2- More weapons / maps / skins / sounds
3- Graphics are some bad :/
4- There bug while aiming w/ knife ..
5- Movement are slow ..
thanks. This Game Is Fun But Old There Is No Longer A Multiplayer But You Can Play On LAN I Play With My Brother Its
Fun To Try And Beat Him Evan Tho I Never Can :3. Pros:
- Can whack stuff with a flashlight sometimes.
- Can collect armfulls of fuses. Possibly a weapon in future chapters?
- Cool atmosphere.
- Good sounds.

Cons:
- Sparse, empty, unnatural level design.
- Secret ending where you jump the fence and flee into the night does not properly end the game.. if youve played windward
then you will love this game. game is in Early access so bare this in mind. but the game still has alot to do. theres no reason to
judge a game thats in Early access. but this game needs boosting. devs are awesome updates are freq.. good time waster,simple
easy game,not much to it.. Extremely well made!
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